Spray-dried nanocrystals for a highly hydrophobic drug: Increased drug loading, enhanced redispersity, and improved oral bioavailability.
For a highly hydrophobic and drug, it is difficult to formulate and solidify its nanocrystals with high drug loading and good redispersity. In this study, Allisartan Isoproxil was used as a model drug, and SDS was tested in combination with sugar alcohols to improve the drug loading and redispersity for its spray-dried nanocrystals, simultaneously. These spray-dried nanocrystals had high drug loading of 61.7% and good redispersity, which was mainly attributed to the addition of SDS. In addition, the nanocrystals were characterized by scanning electron microscopy, differential scanning calorimetry, X-ray power diffraction analysis, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy and Raman spectroscopy. The results showed that Allisartan Isoproxil was unchanged in chemical structure, but was partially amorphous. Regarding the in vitro dissolution, the optimism formulation shown an increased dissolution compared with the bulk drug and aggregated nanocrystals. Importantly, the optimum formulation increased the oral bioavailability of crude ALS-3 for 4.73 times. In conclusion, we developed a method to solidify aqueous nanocrystals with increased drug loading, good redispersity and improved bioavailability for high hydrophobic drugs.